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Abstract Representing transitions between saturated and

unsaturated conditions, during drying, wetting and loading

paths, is a necessary step for a consistent unification

between saturated and unsaturated soil mechanics. Tran-

sitions from saturated to unsaturated conditions during

drying will occur at a nonzero air-entry value of suction,

whereas transitions from unsaturated to saturated condi-

tions during wetting or loading will occur at a lower non-

zero air-exclusion value of suction. Air-entry and air-

exclusion values of suction for a given soil will differ

(representing hysteresis in the retention behaviour) and

both are affected by changes in the dry density of the soil

or by the occurrence of plastic volumetric strains. The

paper demonstrates, through model simulations and com-

parison with experimental data from the literature (cover-

ing drying, wetting and loading tests), that the Glasgow

Coupled Model (GCM), a coupled elasto-plastic constitu-

tive model covering both mechanical and retention beha-

viour, represents transitions between unsaturated and

saturated behaviour in a consistent fashion. Key aspects of

the GCM are the use of Bishop’s stress tensor for

mechanical behaviour, the additional influence of degree of

saturation on mechanical yielding, inclusion of hysteresis

in the retention behaviour, and the role of plastic volu-

metric strains (and not total volumetric strains) in the

description of the water retention response. The success of

the GCM in representing consistently transitions between

saturated and unsaturated conditions, together with subse-

quent mechanical and retention responses, demonstrates

the potential of this coupled constitutive model for

numerical modelling of boundary value problems involv-

ing saturated and unsaturated conditions.
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List of symbols

rij Total stress tensor

r0ij Saturated effective stress tensor

r�ij Bishop’s stress tensor

�rij Net stress tensor

dij Kronecker’s delta

p Mean total stress

p0 Saturated mean effective stress

p� Mean Bishop’s stress

�p Mean net stress

rv Total vertical stress

r0v Saturated vertical effective stress

r�v Vertical Bishop’s stress

�rv Vertical net stress

s� Modified suction

s Matric suction

ua Pore air pressure
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uw Pore water pressure

Sr Degree of saturation

v Bishop’s weighting factor

w Water content

n Porosity

e Void ratio

v Specific volume

p00 Saturated mechanical yield stress

s�e Air-entry value of s�

s�ex Air-exclusion value of s�

p�0 Hardening parameter for the mechanical yield surface

s�1 Hardening parameter for the wetting retention yield

surface

s�2 Hardening parameter for the drying retention yield

surface

ev Total volumetric strain

ee
v Elastic component of volumetric strain

ep
v Plastic component of volumetric strain

N Intercept of the saturated normal compression line in

the v:lnp0 plane

j Gradient of elastic swelling lines in the v:lnp0 plane

k Gradient of normal compression lines in the v:lnp0

plane for tests involving no plastic changes of Sr
(such as saturated tests)

k1 Coupling parameter controlling how water retention

yielding influences mechanical behaviour

k2 Coupling parameter controlling how mechanical

yielding influences water retention behaviour

js Gradient of elastic scanning curves in the Sr:lns*

plane

ks Gradient of main wetting/drying curves in the Sr:lns*

plane for tests involving no plastic volumetric strain

N� Intercept of the unsaturated isotropic normal

compression planar surface for v in the v:lnp*:lns*

space

k� Gradient of the unsaturated isotropic normal

compression planar surface for v in the v:lnp*:lns*

space

k�1 Second gradient of the unsaturated isotropic normal

compression planar surface for v in the v:lnp*:lns*

space

X� Intercept of the isotropic normal compression planar

surface for Sr in the Sr:lnp*:lns* space

k�s Gradient of the isotropic normal compression planar

surface for Sr in the Sr:lnp*:lns* space

k�2 Second gradient of the isotropic normal compression

planar surface for Sr in the Sr:lnp*:lns* space

R Ratio of s�2 to s�1

Abbreviations

GCM Glasgow Coupled Model

M Mechanical yield surface

WR Wetting retention yield surface

DR Drying retention yield surface

BBM Barcelona Basic Model

LC Loading collapse yield curve

MW Mechanical wetting curve

MD Mechanical drying curve

ncl Normal compression line

url Unloading–reloading line

OCR Overconsolidation ratio

NC Normally consolidated

OC Overconsolidated

1D One-dimensional

1 Introduction

Consistent representation of the occurrence of de-satura-

tion and saturation is potentially of great importance in

many practical geotechnical problems, because the

mechanical response of a saturated soil (or a soft-rock)

under a given stress path can be very different from that of

the same material under unsaturated conditions (e.g.

[71, 72]). Proper distinction between saturated and unsat-

urated states is not only relevant for a more comprehensive

representation of the occurrence and magnitude of plastic

volumetric compression (e.g. [3, 5, 6, 10, 20, 28, 33,

44, 65, 66, 76]) but also for a more reliable prediction of

shear strength (e.g. [11, 12, 22, 48, 73, 79]). Indeed, both of

these aspects of mechanical behaviour are influenced by

the evolution of degree of saturation (as well as by suction,

through the water retention response) and may show

important differences whether a soil is fully saturated or

not.

Consistent representation of transitions between satu-

rated and unsaturated conditions is also important from a

theoretical perspective, because handling correctly the

stress states at de-saturation and at saturation is an essential

ingredient in a constitutive model aimed at representing

realistically soil behaviour. Proper modelling of such

transitions (together with the ability of the model to rep-

resent also the subsequent soil response under either

unsaturated or saturated states) is hence of fundamental

interest; firstly, to understand more fully the material

behaviour by means of a constitutive model and, secondly,

for the practical use of such constitutive model in finite

element analysis to solve boundary value problems

involving both unsaturated and saturated conditions.

Unified modelling of unsaturated and saturated soil

behaviour (including consistent representations of transi-

tions between unsaturated and saturated states) is achieved

in this paper through the use of a coupled elasto-plastic

constitutive model that naturally incorporates the effects of

dry density on the hysteretic response of the water
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retention. The model adopted is the Glasgow Coupled

Model (GCM) [41, 78], which is intended to represent the

response of unsaturated low-activity soils where capillary

effects dominate, hence excluding adsorption effects on

water retention properties (i.e. with no consideration of

residual degree of saturation, see [81]) and soils containing

highly expansive clay minerals. No account is taken of any

effects specifically attributable to a bi-modal pore size

distribution. Detailed descriptions of the mechanical and

water retention aspects related to the evolving nature of the

microstructure of compacted double-porosity clayey soils

can be found elsewhere (e.g. [4, 6, 19, 46, 52]). Finally,

anisotropy of soil behaviour is not considered in the paper,

with the aim of focusing on saturation and de-saturation

processes in soils without important direction-dependent

response.

The process of de-saturation (from a saturated state to an

unsaturated state) is examined in the paper by investigation

of the experimental tests of Boso [13], which involved air-

drying of reconstituted samples of Barcelona clayey silt.

De-saturation tests on a reconstituted soil are particularly

convenient, because it is easy to ensure that soil samples

are completely saturated at the start of tests (something

more difficult to achieve when dealing with natural or

compacted soils). In addition, the pore size distribution

generated in reconstituted soil samples prepared from

slurry is predominantly mono-modal, which simplifies

greatly the interpretation of the experimental results given

by a constitutive model. The experiments reported by Boso

[13] are particularly interesting, because the air-drying

paths were applied under different levels of pre-consoli-

dation, and hence, the influence of mechanical behaviour

on de-saturation can be analysed in detail. The investiga-

tion of these tests in the context of the GCM suggests that

the mechanical response of a soil on drying is essentially

dependent on the overconsolidation ratio of the soil at the

start of the drying which, as expected, also affects the

suction value at which the soil de-saturates (i.e. the air-

entry point).

The transition in the reverse direction (from unsaturated

to saturated states) is studied in the paper for various soils,

including Barcelona clayey silt [13], Speswhite kaolin [63]

and London clay [45]. In this case, the process of saturation

is studied not only upon wetting but also during different

types of loading, including compression tests under con-

stant water content and compression tests at constant suc-

tion. The study of these experimental data shows how

helpful it is to incorporate degree of saturation in the for-

mulation of a constitutive model. Degree of saturation

plays important roles in the GCM, appearing within one of

the stress state variables and also separately influencing

mechanical yielding. This results in improved representa-

tion of transitions between saturated and unsaturated states

and consistent unification of saturated and unsaturated soil

behaviour.

2 The Glasgow Coupled Model

The results presented in this study refer to isotropic and

oedometric stress states but the conclusions found are

equally applicable to general stress states. Details of the

extended formulation of the GCM (applicable to general

stress states) can be found elsewhere (e.g. [38]).

The constitutive stress variables of the GCM for iso-

tropic stress states are the mean Bishop’s stress p*

(sometimes called average skeleton stress, [31]) and the

modified suction s*:

p� ¼ p� Sruw � 1 � Srð Þua ¼ �pþ Srs ð1Þ
s� ¼ n ua � uwð Þ ¼ ns ð2Þ

where p is mean total stress, uw the pore water pressure, ua

the pore air pressure, n the porosity, �p the mean net stress

and s the matric suction. Note that in Eq. 1, the weighting

factor v proposed in Bishop’s original expression [8] is

replaced by the degree of saturation, as suggested in [58].

p* and s* are work-conjugate with volumetric strain

increment dev and decrement of degree of saturation—dSr,

respectively [30].

The GCM uses elasto-plasticity to represent the devel-

opment of strains (mechanical behaviour), including vari-

ations of specific volume v, i.e. dev ¼ �dv=v. Elasto-

plasticity is also used to represent changes of degree of

saturation (water retention behaviour).

The elastic component of the total variation of v is

assumed to be proportional to the logarithmic variation of

mean Bishop’s stress p*. Such proportionality is controlled

by a soil parameter j, which corresponds to the gradient of

unloading–reloading lines in the v:lnp* plane. When a soil

saturates at Sr = 1, the mean Bishop’s stress p* equals the

saturated mean effective stress p0 = p - uw, even if matric

suction s is not zero (see Eq. 1), and, in this way, the elastic

response naturally converges to the conventional elastic

relationship between v and p0 for saturated critical state

models [56].

In the original formulation of the GCM by Wheeler et al.

[78], the elastic component of the total variation of Sr is

assumed to be proportional to the logarithmic variation of

modified suction s*, and such proportionality is controlled

by the soil parameter js (which corresponds to the gradient

of retention scanning lines in the Sr:lns* plane). In situa-

tions where transitions between unsaturated and saturated

conditions occur, it is recommended to use js = 0 [41].

This recommendation is adopted throughout the remainder

of this paper.
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A single mechanical yield surface M is used to describe the

occurrence of plastic volumetric strains (mechanical beha-

viour) potentially occurring during loading, wetting, and

drying paths [39]. Two additional yield surfaces are employed

to describe the occurrence of plastic changes of degree of

saturation (retention behaviour). Yielding on the wetting

retention yield surface WR corresponds to plastic increases in

Sr, and yielding on the drying retention surface DR corre-

sponds to plastic decreases in Sr. Two coupling parameters, k1

and k2, control the coupled movements between these three

yield surfaces, representing the influences between mechani-

cal and retention behaviour during yielding [78].

The initial locations of M and WR yield surfaces are

defined by initial values of the hardening parameters p0*

and s1*, respectively. The location of the DR surface is

given by the value of the hardening parameter s2*, which

corresponds to R�s1*, where R is a soil parameter to rep-

resent the degree of hysteresis in the water retention

response, i.e. R = 1 means no hysteresis.

2.1 Yielding on the mechanical yield surface alone

For fully saturated isotropic loading involving yielding on

the M yield surface, the total variation of specific volume

(including elastic and plastic components) corresponds to

variation of v on a unique straight line of gradient k and

intercept N in the v:lnp* plane (see Fig. 1), consistent with

the existence and form of the conventional saturated nor-

mal compression line (ncl) in the v:lnp0 plane [56]. In the

GCM, isotropic loadings under unsaturated conditions

involving yielding on only the M surface (i.e. with no

plastic changes of Sr) correspond to variations of v on

unique straight lines in the v:lnp* plane, all parallel to the

saturated ncl, as shown in Fig. 1. The assumption of js = 0

adopted in this paper means that each of these lines cor-

responds to a specific constant value of Sr, as indicated by

the labels ðSrÞi for i = A, B and C in Fig. 1.

The constant Sr normal compression lines plotted in

Fig. 1 (which involve yielding on only the M yield surface)

do not correspond to conventional constant suction normal

compression lines typically presented in the literature (Sr
will be varying in these constant s tests). Lloret-Cabot et al.

[41] showed that the GCM predicts that normal compres-

sion lines from compression tests conducted at constant

modified suction s* will involve yielding on both M and

WR yield surfaces and will take the form of straight lines

of a gradient k* in the v:lnp* plane (where k* is greater

than k, see Appendix), and each of these lines converges

with the saturated ncl shown in Fig. 1 at an air-exclusion

point. Constant s normal compression lines are rather

similar to constant s* normal compression lines, and

therefore the GCM predicts that the normal compression

lines seen in conventional constant suction tests reported in

the literature are approximately straight lines with a gra-

dient slightly greater than k* in the v:lnp* plane until

Sr = 1 [37, 41]. This is consistent with experimental

observations (e.g. [34, 45, 50, 51, 59, 63]).

2.2 Yielding on the wetting retention yield surface

alone

Figure 2 shows the retention response of a wetting path con-

ducted with the initial state on the WR yield surface, but with

three different initial positions of the M surface (i.e. MA, MB

and MC in Fig. 2a). Wetting in all three cases involves

yielding on only the WR yield surface (with no plastic com-

pression) until full saturation is reached at the air-exclusion

point SA, SB or SC (Fig. 2b). Hence, in the context of the GCM,

the corresponding evolution of Sr until saturation corresponds

to a main wetting curve. This model response is represented by

the continuous lines in Fig. 2b, with each main wetting curve

corresponding to a straight line of gradient ks when plotted in

the Sr:lns* retention plane.

Each of the continuous lines in Fig. 2b represents a main

wetting curve for a wetting path conducted at a given state

of plastic volumetric compression (indicated in the fig-

ure by ðep
vÞi for i = A, B and C), as it is through the

occurrence of plastic volumetric strains (and not total

volumetric strain) that the GCM represents the influence of

mechanical behaviour on the water retention response of

the soil [40]. Hence, the air-exclusion value of modified

suction s�ex, defining the position of each main wetting

curve in Fig. 2b, is linked to the value of ðep
vÞ, which is in

turn linked to the amount of mechanical yielding prior to

wetting, as illustrated by the different initial positions of

the M yield surface at the start of wetting (MA, MB and MC

in Fig. 2a).

During wetting involving yielding on the WR surface

alone, coupled inward movements of the M yield surfaceFig. 1 Typical model responses during yielding on only M surface
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are produced, and hence the value of the mechanical yield

stress p�0 reduces. This represents the reduction in stability

of the soil skeleton as a consequence of the loss of

meniscus water bridges during yielding on the WR surface

[78]. Plots of the variation of p�0 with s* during the three

wetting processes illustrated in Fig. 2 (with the three dif-

ferent initial positions of the M surface) are shown by the

thicker dashed lines in Fig. 2a. Each of these lines corre-

sponds to a given value of ðep
vÞ (see the labels ðep

vÞi for

i = A, B and C in Fig. 2a) and is referred to hereafter as a

mechanical wetting MW curve. Each of the MW curves in

Fig. 2a is associated with the corresponding main wetting

curve (with the same value of ðep
vÞ) in Fig. 2b.

The MW curve acts rather like a yield curve and cor-

responds to the onset of collapse compression during

wetting, although strictly it is the M curve that is the yield

curve, and the MW curve simply tracks the coupled

movement of the M curve during yielding on the WR

surface alone. Interestingly, the form of the MW curve

illustrated in Fig. 2a resembles the conventional loading

collapse LC yield curve of the Barcelona Basic Model

(BBM) of Alonso et al. [2]. Similar forms of the LC yield

curve have also been proposed in many subsequent models,

expressing the variation of the pre-consolidation stress in

terms of suction (e.g. [36, 62, 77]) or degree of saturation

(e.g. [24, 26, 32, 67, 80]).

There are, however, important advantages of the MW

curve in the GCM over the LC yield curve in most other

constitutive models. One of these advantages is descri-

bed here and another is discussed in the following

section.

The first advantage of the MW curve in the GCM over

the LC yield curve in most other constitutive models relates

to the fact that saturated conditions can occur at nonzero

values of suction, and yielding should then be governed by

the saturated effective stress (e.g. [28, 29, 59, 60, 62]). This

is difficult to capture with a conventional LC yield curve,

as it would typically require a dramatic change of yield

curve inclination at transitions between unsaturated and

saturated conditions. In contrast, Lloret-Cabot et al. [41]

demonstrated that it occurs naturally in the GCM, because

coupled inward movement of the M surface during wetting

ceases when the soil reaches a saturated condition and

hence the continuation of the MW curve is simply a line of

constant p�0 once the soil is saturated. This is illustrated by

the vertical lower sections of the three MW curves shown

in Fig. 2a, at values of s* below the relevant air-exclusion

value s�ex. Inspection of Fig. 2a shows that the mechanical

yield stress p�0 at Sr = 1 determines the position of the

entire MW curve, and the value of p�0 remains constant for

s* B s�ex. This is because p�0 is equal to the yield value of

mean effective stress p00 when Sr = 1 (Eq. 1). Hereafter,

the mechanical yield stress at saturation is referred to as p00,

and p�0 will only refer to unsaturated conditions.

2.3 Yielding on the drying retention yield surface

alone

Due to the incorporation of hysteresis in the representation

of the water retention behaviour, each constant ðep
vÞ main

wetting curve of the GCM described in the previous section

has an associated parallel main drying curve in the Sr :lns*

plane, to represent plastic decreases in Sr during drying

stress paths that involve yielding on only the DR surface

(i.e. with no plastic compression). Equivalent to the pre-

vious comments on wetting, each of these main drying

curves corresponds to the water retention response on

drying at a given level of ðep
vÞ (that resulted from a specific

history of mechanical yielding before drying). Similar to

the discussion of Fig. 2, the state of plastic volumetric

strain ðep
vÞ at the start of drying controls the value of

modified suction at de-saturation s�e(the air-entry point)

which, in turn, fixes the position of an entire main drying

curve in the retention plane.

Fig. 2 Typical model responses during yielding on only WR surface:

a wetting path in the s*:p* plane; b water retention behaviour
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Furthermore, each main drying curve of the GCM is

associated with a corresponding curve in the s*:p* plane

(referred to hereafter as the mechanical drying MD curve),

which tracks how the mechanical yield stress p�0 increases

with increasing modified suction during a drying process

that involves yielding on only the DR yield surface. This

represents the coupled outward movement of the M yield

surface which occurs in the GCM during yielding on the

DR surface and which models the increasing stability of the

soil skeleton as the number of meniscus water bridges

increases during drying [78].

The MD curve is associated with a drying process at a

particular value of ðep
vÞ (i.e. without yielding on the M

surface), and it describes the onset of plastic shrinkage

during drying. The role of the MD curve during drying is

directly equivalent to the role of the MW curve during

wetting. If there is no retention hysteresis (R = 1), the MD

and MW curves coincide, whereas the MD and MW curves

are different if retention hysteresis is included (R[ 1) [41].

Tamagnini [67] argued in this context, that the occurrence

of retention hysteresis in unsaturated soils (e.g.

[17, 48, 51, 55, 68]) suggests the existence of a second

mechanical yield function (in addition to the LC curve) for

the evolution of the mechanical yield stress on drying. This

additional yield curve emerges naturally in the GCM as

consequence of the retention hysteresis incorporated in the

model and corresponds to the MD curve. This represents a

second advantage of the MW and MD curves in the GCM

(both simply arising from coupled movements of a single

M yield surface) over the LC yield surface in more con-

ventional constitutive models for unsaturated soils.

3 Saturation and de-saturation lines

The degree of saturation is the natural variable to represent

the occurrence of full saturation, as it is only when Sr = 1

that all voids are entirely filled with water. The values of

suction corresponding to the occurrence of saturation (air-

exclusion point) or, equivalently, the values of suction at

which de-saturation occurs from a fully saturated state (air-

entry point) depend on the previous stress history of the

soil, and this dependency should be in correspondence with

how a given model represents the influence of dry density

on water retention. Such influence of mechanical behaviour

on the water retention has been observed and discussed in a

large number of experimental tests (e.g.

[15, 52–55, 68, 78]) and is often represented in a model by

a shift of the main wetting and main drying retention

curves to higher values of suction when the void ratio

decreases ([25, 36, 43, 49, 61, 62, 74], among others). The

experimental data investigated in Tarantino [68] shows that

not only should this shift affect the unsaturated part of the

water retention response, but it should also have some

influence on the values of suction at which de-saturation

and saturation are predicted (i.e. air-entry and air-exclusion

points, respectively).

The influence of dry density on the predicted states at

which transitions between saturated and unsaturated con-

ditions occur should be formulated in a model in a way that

is consistent with the occurrence of a unique saturated

normal compression line. In this context, when modelling

soils under saturated conditions that may potentially de-

saturate, it will still be necessary to account for how stress

history affects the water retention response (including air-

entry and air-exclusion points) because for any subsequent

drying, Sr should remain equal to one for all values of

suction lower than the air-entry point corresponding to the

past stress history.

The occurrence of different air-entry and air-exclusion

values of suction as a consequence of a different dry

density suggests that the past history of mechanical yield-

ing must play a central role in modelling transitions

between saturated and unsaturated conditions. In the GCM,

the influence of dry density on the retention response is

represented through the influence of plastic volumetric

strains (see, for example, the main wetting curves in

Fig. 2b). This assumption provides, naturally, a consistent

link between the occurrence of de-saturation/saturation and

the past history of mechanical yielding, predicting larger

air-entry/air-exclusion values of s* if greater amounts of

mechanical yielding (corresponding to greater values of

ðep
vÞ) have occurred.

This way of coupling mechanical and retention beha-

viour in the GCM contrasts with most other coupled con-

stitutive models for unsaturated soils, as the majority of

them describe the impact of mechanical behaviour on

retention behaviour through total volumetric strain, rather

than only plastic volumetric strain (e.g.

[5, 19, 25, 36, 43, 49, 61]). The use of plastic volumetric

strain ðep
vÞ to describe the influence of mechanical beha-

viour on water retention behaviour in the GCM, combined

with the use of the Bishop’s stress tensor as a stress state

variable in the constitutive model, means that the GCM

represents the occurrence of saturation/de-saturation in

such a way that the predicted form and location of the

normal compression line under saturated conditions are

unique (unaffected by any previous stress history involving

both saturated and unsaturated conditions). This is because

plastic volumetric strain (rather than total volumetric

strain) is what controls the evolution of the saturated

mechanical yield stress, via a hardening law.

The GCM predicts that transitions from saturated to

unsaturated conditions can only occur while on the DR
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yield surface (but not necessarily on the M surface). Sim-

ilarly, transitions from unsaturated to saturated conditions

occur on the WR yield surface (but not necessarily on the

M surface). Analytical expressions for de-saturation and

saturation lines, relating air-entry and air-exclusion values

of s* (s�e and s�ex, respectively) to the corresponding values

of mechanical yield stress p00 at the point of de-saturation or

saturation, were derived by [41] as:

s�e ¼ R exp
X� � 1

k�s

� �
p00
� �k2 ð3Þ

s�ex ¼ exp
X� � 1

k�s

� �
p00
� �k2 ð4Þ

where k�s and X* are soil constants (see Appendix). Fig-

ure 3 illustrates the form of Eqs. 3 and 4 in the s*:p00 plane.

The de-saturation and saturation lines defined by Eqs. 3

and 4 can also be plotted in the s*:p* plane. Note that, in

this case, de-saturation or saturation will not necessarily

occur when the drying or wetting stress path in the s*:p*

plane reaches the de-saturation or saturation line, because

Eqs. 3 and 4 are written in terms of the mechanical yield

stress at de-saturation or saturation p00, rather than the value

of mean effective stress at de-saturation or saturation p0.
This means that de-saturation or saturation will occur when

the stress path reaches the corresponding de-saturation or

saturation line if the soil is in a normally consolidated state

(on the M yield surface) at this point (p0 ¼ p00), whereas de-

saturation or saturation will occur with the stress state to

the left of the corresponding de-saturation or saturation line

in the s*:p* plane if the soil is in an overconsolidated state

at this point (p0\p00). This is illustrated in Fig. 2a, where

the saturation points (SA, SB and SC) for the three wetting

tests shown in Fig. 2 lie to the left of the saturation line,

because, in all three cases, the soil is in an overconsolidated

state (not on the M yield surface) at the point of saturation.

Note that, in all cases, saturation corresponds to the value

of modified suction at the intersection of the MW curve

with the saturation line (see Fig. 2a), or during a drying

test, de-saturation corresponds to the intersection of the

MD curve with the de-saturation line.

4 Influence of plastic volumetric strain
on retention behaviour

To illustrate further how the GCM couples the influence of

dry density (or, more strictly, plastic volumetric strain) on

water retention behaviour, this section discusses the model

responses for wetting or drying tests if plastic volumetric

strains are also occurring (collapse compression during

wetting or plastic shrinkage during drying).

4.1 Water retention response if collapse

compression occurs during wetting

Figure 4a shows the stress path of a typical conventional

wetting test (i.e. decrease in matric suction at constant

mean net stress) plotted in the s*:p* plane (see the thick

continuous line AB). The initial positions of the three yield

surfaces are labelled in the figure with the subscript A. The

initial stress state at A is on the WR yield surface but inside

Fig. 3 Predicted saturation and de-saturation lines

Fig. 4 Typical model response during a drying path at constant net

stress: a stress path in the s*:p* plane; b water retention behaviour
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the M yield surface. During wetting, coupled inward

movement of the M yield surface occurs (as indicated by

the MW curve labelled ðep
vÞA in Fig. 4a), such that the

wetting stress path reaches the M yield surface at point Y

(the intersection of the stress path with the MW curve),

because from A to Y the coupled inward movement of the

M surface occurs faster than the leftward movement of the

stress point [39].

From Y until achieving full saturation at point SB in

Fig. 4a, simultaneous yielding on M and WR surfaces is

predicted, causing plastic volumetric strains (collapse

compression) and plastic increases in Sr. In this case, sat-

uration at SB, at an air-exclusion value of modified suction

s�exB, coincides with the intersection of the wetting stress

path with the saturation line (see Fig. 4a), because the soil

is in a normally consolidated condition (on the M yield

surface) at this point. From SB to the final state at B in

Fig. 4a, the soil is in a saturated condition, and there are no

further plastic increases in Sr, implying no further move-

ments of the WR and DR yield surfaces and no further

coupled inward movement of the M yield surface. This

final stage of wetting corresponds to elastic unloading of a

saturated soil, as the pore water pressure is increased and

the mean effective stress decreases.

The final positions of the three yield surfaces are shown

in Fig. 4a (labelled with the subscript B), together with the

final position of the MW curve (marked by the label ðep
vÞB).

Note that the expansion of the MW curve (from the initial

position labelled ðep
vÞA to the final position labelled ðep

vÞB)

is equivalent to expansion of the LC yield curve during

wetting-induced collapse compression in a conventional

constitutive model for unsaturated soils. The value of sat-

urated mechanical yield stress once the wetting is com-

pleted is given by p00B (see Fig. 4a), whereas it would have

been p00A if no collapse compression had occurred during

wetting.

The predicted water retention response during AB is

shown in Fig. 4b by a thick continuous line. The three

thinner dashed lines also included in Fig. 4b show the form

of the main wetting curve for different constant values of

plastic volumetric strain, including those corresponding to

the initial and final values of ðep
vÞ (labelled ðep

vÞA and ðep
vÞB).

Note that from A to Y (while no yielding on the M surface

is occurring) the predicted retention response follows the

constant ðep
vÞ main wetting curve corresponding to ðep

vÞA,

but the predicted retention curve from Y to SB then devi-

ates from a constant ðep
vÞ main wetting curve, as yielding on

the M yield surface leads to the occurrence of plastic

volumetric strain (collapse compression). In contrast, if no

collapse compression had occurred during wetting, the

retention response would have remained on the constant

ðep
vÞ main wetting curve corresponding to ðep

vÞA (see

Fig. 4b). This difference in behaviour is what would be

expected experimentally, as observed, for example, in

Monroy [45].

The small amount of elastic swelling predicted by the

GCM during the final (saturated) stage of wetting (from SB

to B in Fig. 4), after the previous collapse compression

(from Y to SB), is consistent with experimental observa-

tions of wetting-induced swelling subsequent to collapse

compression (e.g. [9, 14, 45, 64, 77]).

4.2 Water retention response if plastic shrinkage

occurs during drying

Figure 5 shows the behaviour predicted by the GCM dur-

ing a conventional drying path CD conducted at constant

mean net stress, in which plastic shrinkage occurs during

the later part YD of the drying path. Note that the plot

includes the simulation of a small unloading BC at constant

zero suction prior to drying, conducted immediately after

the wetting AB discussed in the previous subsection. This

is to provide an example where there is no occurrence of

any plastic compression during the initial saturated stages

of the simulated drying path (see Fig. 5a). The stress state

at C is under saturated conditions (see Fig. 5b), and the

Fig. 5 Typical model response during a drying path at constant net

stress: a stress path in the s*:p* plane; b water retention behaviour
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positions of the three yield surfaces at this initial saturated

configuration are still labelled by the subscript B, because

BC is purely elastic unloading (Fig. 5a).

In the simulations presented in Fig. 5, the soil remains

saturated until point XB (the air-entry point), where the DR

surface is reached (Fig. 5a) and de-saturation takes place

(Fig. 5b). The air-entry point XB lies to the left of the de-

saturation line in Fig. 5a, because the soil is in an over-

consolidated state (not on the M yield surface) at this point.

The air-entry point does, however, correspond to a value of

s* at which the MD curve (currently in a position labelled

ðep
vÞB in Fig. 5a) intersects the de-saturation line.

From the air-entry point XB until Y, plastic decreases in

Sr are caused by yielding on only the DR yield surface, and

therefore, the evolution of Sr in Fig. 5b follows a constant

ðep
vÞ main drying curve corresponding to the initial state of

plastic volumetric strain ðep
vÞB (only elastic shrinkage is

predicted from XB to Y).

The mechanical yield surface is reached at Y, because

the rightward movement of the stress point occurs faster

than the coupled outward movement of the M surface

predicted during yielding on the DR surface alone. The

locations of the three yield surfaces at point Y on the

drying path are indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 5a. This

yield point corresponds to the intersection of the stress path

with the current MD curve (indicated by ðep
vÞB in Fig. 5a).

Simultaneous yielding on M and DR yield surfaces is

predicted from Y to D, causing plastic volumetric com-

pression (drying-induced plastic shrinkage) and plastic

decreases in Sr. Equivalent to the discussion on the MW

curve during collapse compression, the MD curve expands

if plastic compression occurs on drying (see the increase in

the saturated mechanical yield stress from p00B to p00D in

Fig. 5a).

In contrast to section XBY, changes of Sr beyond Y are

no longer on the constant ðep
vÞ main drying curve corre-

sponding to ðep
vÞB, because plastic volumetric strains are

now predicted, in addition to the plastic decreases in Sr.

The predicted retention behaviour from Y to D shows Sr
decreasing at a lower rate than would have been predicted

in the absence of plastic shrinkage (Fig. 5b). The final

positions of the three yield surfaces at the end of the drying

are indicated in Fig. 5a by the subscript D.

5 From full saturation to unsaturated conditions

There are many experimental studies in the literature that

examine the occurrence of de-saturation (air-entry point)

from the evolution of degree of saturation against suction

typically obtained during air-drying of reconstituted (ini-

tially saturated) soil samples under unconfined (or very

low) stress conditions (e.g. [18, 21, 57, 69, 75]). To

include, in such experimental investigations, the influence

that dry density (or plastic volumetric strain) has on the air-

entry point, it is useful to conduct the same type of air-

drying paths on several samples that have been previously

pre-consolidated to different values of stress. On subse-

quent application of drying, the various saturated samples

are expected to de-saturate at different air-entry values of

suction because of the different initial stress histories. From

these observations, the influence of dry density (or plastic

volumetric strain) on de-saturation can be assessed.

5.1 Simulations of air-drying tests on OC samples

of Barcelona clayey silt [13]

Boso [13] conducted a series of air-drying tests at a very

low vertical stress on samples of reconstituted Barcelona

clayey silt. This low-activity soil has 17% clay content and

the following basic properties: liquid limit 32%, plastic

limit 16% and unit weight of solids 26.7 kN/m3 [13]. The

reconstituted samples had mono-modal pore size distribu-

tions [13]. Each sample was initially one-dimensionally

consolidated (under saturated conditions) to a vertical

effective stress r0v0 of 100, 300 or 500 kPa, then unloaded

to very low stress conditions and slightly reloaded to

14 kPa to accommodate the sample into a monitored suc-

tion shear box with high-range tensiometers [16], before

conducting the air-drying path [68]. Several samples were

tested with each value of saturated vertical pre-consolida-

tion stress (100, 300 or 500 kPa), and the various samples

within each group were finally air-dried to different values

of suction.

The stress paths followed in these experimental tests are

illustrated in Fig. 6. All stress paths start at the same sat-

urated initial state A on the saturated 1D normal com-

pression line (ncl). The initial very low stress is assumed

equal to 1 kPa in the simulations of the tests presented

later. The specific volume at this point thus corresponds to

the intercept �N of the saturated 1D ncl because, at this

stage, s = 0 kPa and the vertical net stress �rv0, vertical

saturated effective stress r0v0 and vertical Bishop’s stress

r�v0 all have a value of 1 kPa. An initial vertical consoli-

dation was simulated first, from A to the appropriate ver-

tical effective stress r0v0 at B, C or D (Fig. 6). After

unloading each sample to the very low stress conditions at

E, the simulations include a small reloading, as the vertical

effective stress was increased from 1 to 14 kPa (as indi-

cated by EF in Fig. 6). An air-drying path was subse-

quently simulated (at a constant stress of 14 kPa) to the

final value of s at G (see Fig. 6). As expected, the different

amounts of mechanical yielding experienced by the sam-

ples at B, C and D led to different values of suction at de-
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saturation (air-entry points) in both experiments and

simulations.

The model parameter values used in the simulations are

summarised in Table 1, where the upper bar indicates that

they correspond to 1D loading (zero lateral strain), rather

than isotropic loading. The intercept �N and gradient �k of

the saturated 1D ncl, together with the gradient �j of a 1D

unloading–reloading line (url), were determined from a

saturated oedometric test on a reconstituted sample of

Barcelona clayey silt that had been previously vertically

consolidated to 100 kPa [13]. The simulation of this satu-

rated test is presented in the v:ln r0v plane in Fig. 7, where

the experimental results are indicated by symbols.

The gradient ks of the main drying curve in the Sr:lns*

plane was estimated from the experimental evolution of Sr
observed during the initial stages of the drying paths pre-

sented in Fig. 8. In doing so, it was necessary to ensure that

no plastic volumetric compression occurred during the

section of retention response considered to estimate this

gradient. This was a reasonable assumption for the first part

of each drying path, because, as confirmed later, the high

values of overconsolidation ratio OCR of all the reconsti-

tuted samples, immediately before drying, meant that the

corresponding position of the M yield surface was far away

from the current stress point and the decreases in Sr during

the initial stages of drying involved yielding on only the

DR yield surface (with no plastic compression). Hence, the

initial part of each test followed a constant ðep
vÞ main drying

curve.

The value of the soil constant �k2 was determined by

examining the air-entry values of modified suction s�e for

the three groups of tests corresponding to the three values

of vertical pre-consolidation stress (100, 300 and 500 kPa).

The experimental value of s�e for each value of vertical pre-

consolidation stress was first determined by best-fitting the

experimental data for the early part of the drying retention

curves for the appropriate group of tests by a straight line

of gradient ks in the Sr:lns* plane (using the value of ks

already determined) and then finding the intersection of

this line with Sr = 1. These three air-entry values s�e should

be related to the vertical pre-consolidation stress r0v0

through the equation of the de-saturation line (equivalent to

Eq. 3, but with p00 replaced by r0v0, to reflect the 1D con-

ditions). The three pairs of values of s�e and r0v0 were

plotted in the ln s�e:ln r0v0 plane and the gradient of the best-

fit straight line through these points was used to determine

the value of �k2 (see Eq. 3).

The values of the three remaining soil constants R, �N�

and �k1 (see Appendix) were determined using an iterative

procedure, intended to optimise the fit of the model sim-

ulations to the experimental variations of v and Sr. This

procedure made use of experimental data from the subse-

quent constant water content loading stages of Boso [13]

Fig. 6 Applied stress path for the experimental tests of Boso [13]

Table 1 Values of soil constants for the model simulations for Boso

[13] tests

�k ¼ 0:084 �j ¼ 0:007 �N ¼ 1:910 R = 1.400

�N� ¼ 1:962 �k1 ¼ 0:372 �k2 ¼ 0:750 ks ¼ 0:145

Fig. 7 Model predictions and experimental variations of a saturated

oedometric test [13]

Fig. 8 Model predictions and experimental variations of Sr against s*

[13]
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(discussed in the next section) as well as the air-drying

stages discussed in this section, because determination of a

value for the model parameter R requires experimental data

involving yielding on both WR and DR yield surfaces.

Table 2 provides details of the common initial state

(prior to the saturated pre-consolidation stage) used for all

model simulations, corresponding to point A in Fig. 9,

lying on the saturated 1D ncl (Fig. 7). Hence, the initial

value of the mechanical hardening parameter (defining the

initial position of the M surface) was r0v0A ¼ 1 kPa.

Inserting this value into Eq. 3 of the de-saturation line

(together with the appropriate model parameter values, see

Table 1) gave the corresponding air-entry value of modi-

fied suction at A, which defines the initial position of the

DR yield surface (s�eA in Fig. 9). Although not used in the

simulations presented in this section, the initial position of

the WR yield surface was also determined using

s�exA ¼ s�eA=R, where s�exA is the air-exclusion at point A.

The initial positions of the MW and MD curves introduced

earlier, together with the saturation and de-saturation lines,

are also included in Fig. 9 for completeness.

The experimental and simulated responses for the drying

stress paths FG plotted in Fig. 6 are shown for the three

different pre-consolidation stresses (100, 300 and 500 kPa)

in Figs. 10, 11 and 12, respectively. The results in each of

the three figures are presented in four parts. Part (a) shows

the variation of matric suction s against vertical net stress

�rv (the defined stress path, used as input for the simula-

tions), whereas part (b) presents the variation of modified

suction s* against vertical Bishop’s stress r�v. Parts (c) and

(d) show, respectively, the evolution of specific volume v

and of degree of saturation Sr against r�v. All three exam-

ples start at the same initial state A on the saturated ncl, as

illustrated in Figs. 7 and 9 (see also Table 2). In Figs. 10,

11 and 12, the continuous thicker line represents the model

response on drying, whereas the dotted thicker line corre-

sponds to the model response for the initial pre-consoli-

dation stage (still under saturated conditions). Continuous

thinner lines indicate the position of the M and DR yield

surfaces just before drying (Figs. 10a, b, 11a, b, 12a, b)

(this is difficult to see in Fig. 10a, b, because the elastic

region is so small in this case). Note that for clarity the

position of the WR surface is not included in the plots. The

de-saturation line is indicated by a thick dashed line

(Figs. 10a, b, 11a, b, 12a, b), and the positions of the MD

curve at initial and final points of the air-drying simulation

Table 2 Initial state for model simulations for Boso [13] tests

�rv ¼ 1:0 kPa v ¼ 1:910 r�v ¼ 1:0 kPa r�v0 ¼ 1:0 kPa

s ¼ 0 kPa Sr ¼ 1:0 s�1 ¼ 0:271 kPa s�2 ¼ 0:379 kPa

Fig. 9 Initial state for the simulations of the drying tests by Boso [13]

in the context of the Glasgow Coupled Model (GCM)

Fig. 10 Model predictions and experimental results of air-drying

tests for samples vertically consolidated to r0v0 ¼ 100 kPa [13]:

a s against �rv; b s* against r�v; c v against r�v; d Sr against r�v
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are indicated by lines with plain symbols (Figs. 10a, b, 11a,

b, 12a, b).

As expected, mechanical yielding occurs throughout the

initial saturated pre-consolidation stage AB, AC or AD (see

Fig. 6) and the specific volume reduces, following the one

dimensional saturated normal compression line (1D ncl), as

illustrated in Figs. 10c, 11c and 12c. The occurrence of

mechanical yielding on loading produces a coupled

movement of the DR and WR surfaces to higher values of

modified suction (increasing both air-entry and air-exclu-

sion values of suction). The value of vertical Bishop’s

stress (identical to vertical effective stress for these satu-

rated conditions) at B, C or D defines the position of the M

yield surface at the end of the pre-consolidation stage and

also controls the positions of the DR and WR yield surfaces

at this stage (Figs. 10b, 11b, 12b). During the subsequent

elastic unloading and reloading paths applied just before

drying (BEF, CEF or DEF; see Fig. 6) the positions of the

three yield surfaces remain unchanged.

The increase in matric suction during the air-drying path

(at constant vertical net stress) leads to increases in the

vertical Bishop’s stress and modified suction (see Eqs. 1

and 2, respectively). The increase in r�v during drying

causes initial elastic compression in all three simulations.

De-saturation then occurs where the DR yield surface is

reached (see points X in Figs. 10a, b, 11a, b, 12a, b). Due

to the different amounts of coupled movement of the DR

yield surface at B, C or D (see Fig. 6), de-saturation is

predicted at different values of modified suction in the

three sets of tests. Not surprisingly, de-saturation occurs at

higher values of modified suction (or matric suction) in the

tests where greater mechanical yielding was experienced

Fig. 11 Model predictions and experimental results of air-drying

tests for samples vertically consolidated to r0v0 ¼ 300 kPa [13]:

a s against �rv; b s* against r�v; c v against r�v; d Sr against r�v

Fig. 12 Model predictions and experimental results of air-drying

tests for samples vertically consolidated to r0v0 ¼ 500 kPa [13]:

a s against �rv; b s* against r�v; c v against r�v; d Sr against r�v
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by the soil during the initial pre-consolidation (see

Figs. 10a, b, 11a, b, 12a, b). This result is consistent with

the experimental tests of Boso [13] and is in general

agreement with the interpretation given by Tarantino [68].

The relatively high values of OCR at point F in all tests

prevent the occurrence of mechanical yielding during the

initial stage FX of drying, while the soil sample is still

saturated (the saturated section of the MD curve at B, C or

D is sufficiently far away from the stress point at F, and is

consistently further away the larger was the applied vertical

pre-consolidation stress r0v0, see Figs. 10b, 11b, 12b,

respectively). The variations of v during this initial stage of

drying (when the soil is still saturated, up to point XB, XC

or XD) follow an elastic unloading–reloading line in the

v:r�v plot (see Figs. 10c, 11c, 12c) because no mechanical

yielding is predicted.

De-saturation occurs at X, and from X to Y, plastic

decreases in Sr are predicted as a consequence of yielding

on only the DR surface. Note that, in all cases, the stress

point is to the left of the de-saturation line at point X where

de-saturation occurs (see Figs. 10b, 11b, 12b), because the

soil is still in an overconsolidated state (not on the M yield

surface) at this point (as discussed previously). The irre-

versible decrease in Sr predicted by the model after point X

matches reasonably well the experimental data, although

some scatter exists in the experimental data (Figs. 10d,

11d, 12d).

Immediately after de-saturation, the increases in r�v
cause only elastic shrinkage (Figs. 10c, 11c, 12c), because

the model predicts yielding on only the DR yield surface

(the M yield surface has not yet been reached). Conse-

quently, the evolution of Sr initially follows a constant ðep
vÞ

main drying curve when plotted in the Sr:s* plane, con-

sistent with the earlier assumption adopted in the deter-

mination of ks (Fig. 8). The variation of v during this

elastic shrinkage still follows the elastic unloading–

reloading line in the v: r�v plot, but is now able to pass

beyond the saturated 1D ncl, because the soil is in an

unsaturated condition (see Figs. 10c, 11c, 12c).

For the two simulations in which the drying path was

conducted on specimens that experienced lower amounts of

mechanical yielding during the pre-consolidation stage

(Figs. 10c, 11c), the stress path reaches the current MD

curve at Y (see Figs. 10b, 11b). This corresponds to

reaching the M yield surface, and simultaneous plastic

compression and plastic decreases in Sr are therefore pre-

dicted for the remainder of the drying stage. The discon-

tinuity of gradient in the predicted response of Sr at Y

(Figs. 10d, 11d) corresponds to this intersection and is

consistent with previous comments on the influence of

plastic compression on a main drying curve. This particular

aspect of the predicted retention behaviour is illustrated

more clearly in Fig. 8, where it can be seen that the sim-

ulations for the two drying paths conducted with lower pre-

consolidation stresses converge at YC. Interestingly, this

pattern of behaviour on drying would also have been

observed beyond point YD for the final simulation (with the

highest pre-consolidation stress) if the simulations for all

dryings had been extended further (see Fig. 8). This is

consistent with a number of experimental studies on

retention behaviour available in the literature. In particular,

Jotisankasa [34] and Jotisankasa et al. [35] observed a

similar response when investigating various drying paths

on a compacted silty clay for three different as-compacted

states. On drying, the two tests subjected to lower com-

paction stresses converged first (i.e. at a lower value of

suction), and all three converged later at a larger value of

suction.

For the simulation of the tests performed with the

highest value of pre-consolidation stress (see Fig. 12), the

increase in suction during the air-drying path was not

sufficient to reach the M yield surface (or, equivalently, the

current position of the MD curve at D), as shown in

Fig. 12b. Consequently, only elastic shrinkage was pre-

dicted throughout the drying (Fig. 12c), consistent with the

variation of Sr on a constant ðep
vÞ main drying curve (see

Fig. 8).

5.2 Simulations of air-drying tests on NC and lightly

OC samples

All the air-drying tests of Boso [13] discussed above were

performed on samples that were in a heavily overconsoli-

dated state at the start of drying (OCR = 7.1, 21.4 or 35.7),

with the initial stress state far inside the M yield surface.

As a consequence, in all of the GCM simulations of Boso’s

tests presented in Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, the drying

stress path reached the DR yield surface first, where the soil

de-saturated, and only subsequently was the M yield sur-

face reached. However, this will not always be the case,

and for drying tests on samples that are normally consoli-

dated or lightly overconsolidated at the start of drying, the

DR and M yield surfaces will be reached in a different

sequence. Examples of such drying tests on normally

consolidated or lightly overconsolidated reconstituted soil

samples include those reported by Vicol [75], Fleureau

et al. [21] and Cunningham [17].

Figures 13 and 14 show GCM simulations of drying

tests performed on a normally consolidated sample

(Fig. 13) and a lightly overconsolidated sample (Fig. 14).

The labelling in Figs. 13 and 14 follows the same system as

used in Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, with F representing the

start of the drying stage, X the point of de-saturation (air-

entry point) on the DR yield surface, Y the point of
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yielding on the M yield surface (onset of plastic shrinkage)

and G the end of the drying stage. Also shown by a dashed

line in Figs. 13a and 14a is the saturated 1D normal

compression line (1D ncl).

For the normally consolidated sample shown in Fig. 13,

mechanical yielding on the M surface occurs from the start

of drying (Y0 coincides with F0) and de-saturation on the

DR yield surface only occurs later, at X0 (see Fig. 13b).

Between F0 and X0, the compression curve in Fig. 13a

follows the saturated 1D ncl. For the lightly overconsoli-

dated sample shown in Fig. 14, mechanical yielding on the

M surface occurs at Y00, while the soil is still saturated, and

de-saturation on the DR yield surface occurs later at X00.
Between F00 and Y00, the compression curve in Fig. 14a

follows an elastic unloading-reloading line (url), and

between Y00 and X00, it follows the saturated 1D ncl. The

GCM predictions shown in Figs. 13a and 14a are consis-

tent with expected shrinkage behaviour for drying tests on

normally consolidated or lightly overconsolidated recon-

stituted soil samples (e.g. [15, 70]) and match well the

experimental behaviour reported by Vicol [75], Fleureau

et al. [21], Marinho [42], Cunningham et al. [18], Tarantino

et al. [69] and Al Haj and Standing [1].

6 From unsaturated conditions to full saturation

This section investigates the progressive increase in degree

of saturation during loading and wetting paths, including

final transition from unsaturated conditions to full satura-

tion. Three different sets of experimental data are exam-

ined: constant water content loading tests on reconstituted

Barcelona clayey silt [13]; wetting and isotropic loading

tests on compacted Speswhite kaolin [63]; and constant

volume wetting tests on compacted London clay [45].

A point to bear in mind when considering experimental

data involving wetting to high degrees of saturation and

transitions from unsaturated to saturated conditions is that

model predictions assume achievement of equilibrium

states within the soil, with full dissipation of any excess

pore water pressure and excess pore air pressure. When the

soil is at very high degree of saturation, with no continuity

of the gas phase, full dissipation of any excess pore air

pressure will take considerable time, because the only

mechanism for dissipation of excess pore air pressure is by

diffusion of dissolved air, which is a very slow process.

This means that, unless experimental tests at high degrees

of saturation are performed extremely slowly, the pore air

pressure within discontinuous (trapped) air in the soil will

not be equal to the pore air pressure applied to the

boundary of a soil sample. As a consequence of the pres-

ence of undissipated excess pore air pressure, values of

degree of saturation may be lower than if full dissipation

had occurred.

6.1 Simulations of constant water content loading

tests on Barcelona clayey silt [13]

Some of the air-dried samples of Boso [13] discussed in the

previous section were vertically loaded under constant

water content conditions (i.e. dw ¼ 0) after application of

the air-drying paths. For a group of samples with the same

Fig. 13 Model predictions for air-drying tests on normal consoli-

dated NC samples: a v against r�v; b Sr against r�v

Fig. 14 Model predictions for air-drying tests on lightly overconsol-

idated OC samples: a v against r�v; b Sr against r�v
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value of vertical pre-consolidation stress r0v0 prior to dry-

ing, the drying stages were terminated at different values of

suction, so that individual samples began their subsequent

constant water content loading stages at different values of

s. During the constant water content loading stages, the

vertical net stress was increased in steps from 14 to 50,

100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 kPa, although some tests did

not include the final load increments [13, 68].

Figures 15, 16 and 17 present the experimental and

numerical results of nine of the constant water content

loading tests, to assess the capability of the GCM,

including the validity of the saturation line. The values of

GCM model parameters used in the simulations are given

in Table 1 (i.e. the values determined from the previous

air-drying stages). In Figs. 15, 16 and 17, the experimental

data are indicated by thicker symbols joined by continuous

lines (the solid symbols indicate experimental data at full

saturation). For completeness, the experimental observa-

tions for the air-drying paths discussed previously in

Figs. 10, 11 and 12 are also included (shown by finer

symbols). The predicted saturation line is indicated by a

dashed line whereas the predicted de-saturation line is

indicated by a chain-dotted line. The positions of the three

yield surfaces at the end of the pre-consolidation stage (B,

C or D; see Fig. 6) have also been included in the appro-

priate figure together with the corresponding MW curve at

B, C or D, respectively. The simulations for the experi-

mental drying tests are indicated by thicker dashed lines

and the simulations of the constant water content loading

tests are indicated by thicker continuous lines. Note that,

where necessary, the numerical simulations have been

extended beyond the limit of experimental loading to

investigate when the GCM would predict full saturation.

These final parts of the simulations are represented in the

figures by thinner continuous lines. The simulations of the

loading tests at constant water content only required input

information on the variation of vertical net stress, because

the constraint dw = 0 imposed in the constitutive

Fig. 15 Model predictions and experimental results of undrained

loading tests for samples vertically consolidated to r0v0 ¼ 100 kPa

[13]: a s against �rv; b s* against r�v; c Sr against r�v

Fig. 16 Model predictions and experimental results of undrained

loading tests for samples vertically consolidated to r0v0 ¼ 300 kPa

[13]: a s against �rv; b s* against r�v; c Sr against r�v
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relationships of the GCM determines the variations of

matric suction required to maintain the water content

constant during the 1D loading.

Figure 15 shows the results of the constant water con-

tent loading stages on three samples with an initial vertical

pre-consolidation stress r0v0 of 100 kPa. For the simulation

of the constant water content loading stage starting at the

lowest value of suction, the start of the loading stage is on

the DR yield surface but inside the M yield surface. For

this test, the initial vertical section of simulated stress path

in the s*:r�v plane of Fig. 15b (corresponding to the steep

initial section of stress path in the s:�rv plane of Fig. 15a)

represents an elastic stress path from the DR yield surface

to the WR yield surface, while still inside the M yield

surface. This part of the simulated stress path corresponds

to a single point in the Sr:r�v plane of Fig. 15c, because

both Sr and r�v remain constant. For this test, the sharp

discontinuity of stress path gradient in the s*:r�v and s:�rv

planes represents the point where the WR yield surface is

reached. This is followed by a short almost horizontal

section of stress path in the s*:r�v plane of Fig. 15b, where

a very small amount of yielding on the WR yield surface is

predicted, leading to very small plastic increases in Sr. This

corresponds to the short almost horizontal section of path

in the is Sr:r�v plane of Fig. 15c. The subsequent sharp

discontinuity of response in the Sr:r�v plane of Fig. 15c

corresponds to reaching the M yield surface (as shown by

the intersection with the MWB curve in Fig. 15b and the

slight discontinuity of gradient in this plot). In the

remainder of the simulated loading path, simultaneous

yielding on both WR and M surfaces is predicted, leading

to large plastic increases in Sr (see Fig. 15c). Full satura-

tion is predicted at S1 (Fig. 15c), which corresponds to

intersection of the stress path with the saturation line in

Fig. 15a, b, whereas the experimental results show a final

degree of saturation less than one (although above 0.9; see

Fig. 15c).

For the simulation of the constant water content loading

stage starting at an intermediate value of suction in Fig. 15,

the stress state at the start of the loading stage is predicted

to be on the DR yield surface and almost on the M yield

surface. In this case, yielding on the WR surface (indicated

by the sharp discontinuity of stress path gradient in

Figs. 15a, b) almost coincides with yielding on the M yield

surface (indicated by intersection of the stress path with the

MWB curve in Fig. 15b and the onset of large plastic

increases in Sr in Fig. 15c). The simulation correctly pre-

dicts that full saturation did not occur during the loading

stage, and it predicts that full saturation would have been

achieved if the loading had been continued further to point

S2 in Fig. 15a–c.

For the simulation of the constant water content loading

stage starting at the highest suction in Fig. 15, the stress state

at the start of loading is predicted to be on both DR and M

yield surfaces. The initial vertical section of stress path in

the s*:r�v plane of Fig. 15b is simply traversing the M yield

surface (without any occurrence of plastic volumetric strain)

and the sharp discontinuity of stress path gradient in

Figs. 15a, b corresponds to reaching the WR yield surface.

From this point onwards, simultaneous yielding on both M

and WR yield surfaces is predicted, leading to a prediction

of large plastic increases in Sr (Fig. 15c). The simulation

again correctly predicts that full saturation did not occur

during the loading stage, and it predicts that full saturation

would have been achieved if the loading had been continued

further to point S3 in Fig. 15a–c.

The simulations presented for all three constant water

content loading stages in Fig. 15 show reasonable matches

Fig. 17 Model predictions and experimental results of undrained

loading tests for samples vertically consolidated to r0v0 ¼ 500 kPa

[13]: a s against �rv; b s* against r�v; c Sr against r�v
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to the corresponding experimental results, especially when

it is appreciated that the experimental data from the con-

stant water content loading stages were not used in the

selection of values for the model parameters (except for the

value of the soil constant R).

Figures 16 and 17 show the results of the constant water

content loading stages on samples with initial vertical pre-

consolidation stress r0v0 of 300 and 500 kPa, respectively.

In all six of the tests presented in these two figures, the

predictions show stress states at the start of constant water

content loading that are on the DR yield surface but well

inside the M yield surface. In all six cases, this leads to

predicted responses where yielding on the WR yield sur-

face is predicted first (indicated by the sharp discontinuity

of stress path gradient in Figs. 16a, b, 17a, b), and this is

subsequently followed by yielding on the M yield surface

(indicated by the subtle discontinuity of stress path gradient

in Figs. 16a, b and 17a, b, the intersection with the MW

curve in Figs. 16b and 17b, and the sharp discontinuity of

gradient in the Sr:r�v plane of Figs. 16c and 17c). In two of

the tests in Fig. 17, this predicted onset of yielding on the

M yield surface almost coincides with the end of the

loading stage, but it is apparent in the extended predictions

shown by the thinner continuous lines.

6.2 Simulations of isotropic loading and wetting

tests on compacted Speswhite kaolin [63]

The experimental isotropic compression tests of Sivakumar

[63] on compacted Speswhite kaolin were simulated with

the GCM in Lloret-Cabot et al. [41] to validate some of the

capabilities of the model for isotropic stress conditions.

However, none of the isotropic loading tests conducted at

constant nonzero suction reported by Sivakumar [63]

reached full saturation and neither did the corresponding

GCM simulations presented in [41]. To discuss how the

GCM handles achievement of full saturation during com-

pression paths at constant suction, it is useful to extend

these simulations to reach Sr = 1, as presented in the fol-

lowing. The representation of full saturation during wetting

can be also studied from the simulations of the equalisation

stages of the tests involving wetting to s = 0 prior to iso-

tropic loading. The basic properties of this low-activity

kaolin are: liquid limit 69%, plastic limit 38% and unit

weight of solids 26.1 kN/m3 [23].

The stress paths of the simulations are presented in

Fig. 18. They all start at the same initial state A on the WR

yield surface (and inside the M yield surface), corre-

sponding to a matric suction of 300 kPa and a mean net

stress of 50 kPa. Initial wetting (equalisation) stress paths

for different groups of samples are shown by the dashed

lines AB, AC and ADEF in Fig. 18, whereas subsequent

constant suction isotropic loading stages are shown by the

continuous lines starting from A, B, C and F. In order to

reach full saturation during simulations of all isotropic

loading stages conducted at nonzero suction (starting at A,

B and C), a maximum final value of mean net stress of

2000 kPa was assumed in all simulations, whereas the

experiments were terminated at lower values of mean net

stress. The values of model parameters (soil constants and

initial state) used for the simulations were the same as

those determined in [41] (see Tables 3, 4). In all subse-

quent figures, model simulations of the equalisation stages

are indicated by thick dashed lines whereas simulations of

constant suction isotropic loading stages are indicated by

thick solid lines. Experimental data are represented by

symbols joined by thin solid lines.

Figure 19 shows the experimental evolution of degree of

saturation against matric suction (Fig. 19a) and against

mean Bishop’s stress (Fig. 19b). In the GCM simulations,

tests reach full saturation (i.e. Sr = 1) at different values of

(nonzero) matric suction either during constant suction

loading (see points S1, S2 and S3 in Fig. 19) or during the

prior wetting (equalisation) stage of the tests involving

loading at s = 0 (see point S4 in Fig. 19). These values of

s at S1, S2, S3 and S4 define the air-exclusion point for each

Fig. 18 Applied stress path for the experimental tests of Sivakumar

[63]

Table 3 Values of soil constants for the model simulations for

Sivakumar [63] tests [41]

k ¼ 0:123 j ¼ 0:010 N ¼ 2:621

N� ¼ 2:728 k1 ¼ 0:715 k2 ¼ 0:737 ks ¼ 0:129

Table 4 Initial state for model simulations for Sivakumar [63] tests

[41]

�p ¼ 50 kPa v ¼ 2:210 p� ¼ 218:5 kPa p�0 ¼ 267:9 kPa

s ¼ 300 kPa Sr ¼ 0:562 s� ¼ 164:3 kPa s�1 ¼ 164:3 kPa
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test. The corresponding values of mean Bishop’s stress p*

at saturation (see points S1, S2, S3 and S4 in Fig. 19b) are

equal to the saturated mean effective stress p0 because

Sr = 1 and define the mechanical yield stress at saturation

p00 for each test because, as demonstrated in Fig. 20,

mechanical yielding is predicted in all cases before

reaching Sr = 1, so that the stress point at saturation is on

the M yield surface (as well as the WR yield surface). The

values of mechanical yield stress at saturation p00 in each

test are predicted to increase with increasing air-exclusion

values of suction, in correspondence with the form of the

saturation line (see Eq. 4; Fig. 3).

Closer inspection of Fig. 19 shows that the predicted

evolution of Sr during the wetting (equalisation) stage DE

has a slight increase in gradient beyond Y4. This discon-

tinuity of gradient indicates the point where the M yield

surface is reached and, hence, it also indicates the start of

mechanical yielding. To illustrate more clearly the mag-

nitude of this change in the water retention response, other

constant ðep
vÞ main wetting curves for different values of

ðep
vÞi are included in the figure (see thinner dashed lines in

Fig. 19a). In particular, the main wetting curve corre-

sponding to the initial position of the mechanical yield

surface at A (labelled in the figure as ðep
vÞ1) shows the

retention response on wetting that would have been pre-

dicted if no yielding on the M surface had occurred, in

support of earlier comments on the influence of collapse

compression on the retention response during wetting.

Figure 20 plots the variations of specific volume

v against mean Bishop’s stress p* (Fig. 20a) and against

mean net stress �p (Fig. 20b). As reported in Lloret-Cabot

et al. [41], the GCM predictions are an excellent match to

the experimental compression curves. Two specific points

can be made from inspection of Fig. 20a. Firstly, the values

of p* at which full saturation is predicted by the GCM

during either wetting or loading (see points S1, S2, S3 and

S4) correspond to states on a unique saturated isotropic ncl,

because mechanical yielding occurred in all four tests

before saturation. Secondly, the influence of plastic volu-

metric strains on the air-exclusion values of modified

suction within the GCM (represented by the saturation line

expression of Eq. 4) means that the GCM predicts that,

during constant suction loading tests, the value of p*

required to achieve full saturation is higher for tests con-

ducted at higher values of suction (compare S1, S2, S3 and

S4 in Fig. 20a), and this is also apparent in the corre-

sponding values of mean net stress �p (see S1, S2, S3 and S4

in Fig. 20b). This pattern of response is consistent with the

Fig. 19 Model predictions and experimental variations of Sr [63]:

a against s; b against p*
Fig. 20 Model predictions and experimental variations of v [63]:

a against p*; b against �p
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few experimental compression paths available that

approximately reach full saturation (e.g. [35, 47]).

Inspection of Fig. 20b shows that the experimental

results and model predictions appear significantly more

confusing when plotted in terms of mean net stress �p
instead of in terms of mean Bishop’s stress p* (as in

Fig. 20a). In particular, when plotted in terms of �p, the

saturated ncl no longer appears as a unique line, with the

saturated normal compression line for each nonzero value

of suction offset horizontally from the saturated normal

compression line for zero suction by the corresponding

value of suction. This is simply because the saturated mean

effective stress p0 is given by p0 ¼ p� uw ¼ �pþ s.

The net stress tensor �rij and suction s are often the

controlled stress variables in an experiment involving

unsaturated conditions, and hence, they are very useful for

the study of unsaturated soil behaviour. However, �rij and

s are no longer relevant mechanical stress variables once

the soil is saturated, because air is no longer present in

the soil (in the form of gas) once Sr = 1, and the pore air

pressure ua (which appears in �rij and s) is therefore no

longer meaningful. Additionally, as anticipated in Gens

[27], the use of �rij and s as stress state variables of a

model makes it very difficult to model correctly transi-

tions between saturated and unsaturated states, because

when the air-exclusion and air-entry values of suction are

nonzero, the net stress is not equal to the saturated

effective stress.

6.3 Constant volume wetting tests on compacted

London clay [45]

The final set of experimental tests used to examine tran-

sitions from unsaturated to saturated states are the constant

volume wetting tests on compacted London clay carried

out by Monroy [45]. The basic properties of this compacted

clay are: liquid limit 83%, plastic limit 29% and unit

weight of solids 27.0 kN/m3 [45]. From these constant

volume wetting tests, the experiment conducted at the

largest dry density (i.e. v = 1.822) is especially informa-

tive and has, therefore, been digitalised in Fig. 21, together

with another constant volume wetting test conducted at a

lower dry density (i.e. v = 1.952). The experiments were

carried out in a suction-controlled oedometer apparatus

with measurement of radial stresses [45], so that the mean

net stress �p could be monitored as the suction s was

reduced. The experimental values of Sr and v were used to

calculate corresponding values of mean Bishop’s stress p*

and modified suction s* (see Eqs. 1, 2). The stress paths for

the final sections of the two constant volume wetting tests

are plotted in Fig. 21 in both the s*: p* plane (Fig. 21a)

and the s:�p plane (Fig. 21b).

Particularly interesting is the change in behaviour

observed at points S1 and S2 in Fig. 21. According to

Monroy [45], both stress states practically correspond to

full saturation (Sr above 0.95). This indicates that the

values of modified suction (or matric suction) at S1 and S2

correspond, approximately, to the air-exclusion point for

the given value of dry density or, in the context of the

GCM, for the current state of plastic volumetric strain. The

value of modified suction at air-exclusion was greater for

the sample tested at the higher dry density (i.e. the sample

that had been subjected to the larger plastic volumetric

strain), consistent with the predicted form of the saturation

line in the GCM (Eq. 4).

From points S onwards, the experimental value of mean

Bishop’s stress p* (now approximately equal to the mean

effective stress, because Sr % 1) remained almost constant

with decreasing suction (see Fig. 21a). This final vertical

section of stress path in the s*: p* plane converts to a stress

path at 45� in the s:�p plane (Fig. 21b).

The forms of experimental stress path shown in Fig. 21

are exactly what would be predicted by the GCM for con-

stant volume wetting of samples on the WR and M yield

surfaces. While the soil is unsaturated, the GCM predicts

Fig. 21 Experimental constant volume stress paths on compacted

London clay [45]: a s* against p*; b s against �p
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that the stress path in the s*:p* plane would be very similar

in shape to the MW curve (see Fig. 21a). The predicted

stress path during this unsaturated stage would not be

identical to the MW curve, because a small amount of

yielding would be required on the M yield surface, corre-

sponding to a small expansion of the MW curve, to produce

a small positive plastic volumetric strain, to exactly offset

the negative elastic volumetric strain caused by the reduc-

tion of p*. Once the soil is saturated (beyond S1 or S2), the

GCM predicts that the value of p* would remain constant (a

vertical stress path in the s*: p* plane, see Fig. 21a), cor-

responding to no yielding on the M yield surface (i.e. no

plastic volumetric strain) and no elastic volumetric strain.

This final constant p* section of the predicted stress path,

once the soil is saturated, would correspond to a stress path

at 45� in the s:�p plane (Fig. 21b).

7 Conclusions

During drying paths soils remain fully saturated when the

matric suction s is lower than the air-entry value, and

during wetting or loading paths soils are fully saturated

when s is lower than the air-exclusion value. Air-entry and

air-exclusion values of suction for a given soil are not

constant, but depend upon the dry density of the soil or the

previous history of mechanical yielding (i.e. the amount of

plastic volumetric strain).

When the soil is in a saturated state, at a suction less than

the relevant air-entry or air-exclusion value, the net stress

tensor �rij will only be equal to the saturated effective stress

tensor r0ij when s = 0 (because �rij þ s � dij ¼ r0ij where dij is

the Kronecker delta). Under saturated conditions with s[ 0,

the net stress and the saturated effective stress will be dif-

ferent, with the potential magnitude of this difference being

large if the air-entry and air-exclusion values of suction are

high (this will be the case for fine-grained soils, particularly

when compressed to high dry density). For these saturated

conditions with nonzero suction, representation of the

mechanical response of a soil in terms of the net stress tensor

(rather than the saturated effective stress tensor) will

potentially be in conflict with Terzaghi’s effective stress

principle for saturated soils, because net stress is no longer

meaningful for saturated conditions. Furthermore, if satu-

rated conditions occur at nonzero values of s, the saturated

normal compression line no longer appears as a unique line

when plotted in terms of mean net stress �p. This complicates

the use of conventional elasto-plastic constitutive models

expressed in terms of �rij and s in situations where Sr = 1

and matric suction is not zero.

This paper demonstrates that all this ambiguity can be

removed if the constitutive model uses the Bishop’s stress

tensor r�ij to represent the mechanical behaviour, with

degree of saturation Sr also influencing mechanical yield-

ing and the condition Sr = 1 (rather than s = 0) repre-

senting transitions to saturated conditions within the model.

For Sr = 1, the Bishop’s stress tensor r�ij is always equal to

the saturated effective stress tensor (i.e. r�ij ¼ r0ij), even if

suction is not zero.

The paper demonstrates, through model simulations and

comparison with experimental data from the literature, that

the Glasgow Coupled Model (GCM), a coupled elasto-

plastic constitutive model covering both mechanical and

retention behaviour, represents transitions between unsat-

urated and saturated behaviour in a consistent fashion. Key

aspects of the GCM are the use of Bishop’s stress tensor for

mechanical behaviour, the additional influence of Sr on

mechanical yielding, inclusion of hysteresis in the retention

behaviour, and the role of plastic volumetric strains (and

not total volumetric strains) in the description of the water

retention response.

Within the paper, GCM simulations are compared with

experimental data from the literature involving transitions

between saturated and unsaturated conditions. Air-drying

tests on reconstituted soil samples of clayey silt with dif-

ferent values of saturated pre-consolidation stress [13] are

used to explore transitions from saturated to unsaturated

conditions. Transitions in the reverse direction (from

unsaturated to saturated conditions) are explored using

constant water content loading tests on the same reconsti-

tuted clayey silt [13], wetting and isotropic loading tests on

compacted Speswhite kaolin [63] and constant volume

wetting tests on compacted London clay [45]. The success

of the GCM in representing consistently both saturated and

unsaturated responses, including realistic representation of

the stress states at de-saturation and at saturation, demon-

strates the potential of this coupled formulation for mod-

elling boundary value problems involving saturated and

unsaturated conditions.
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Appendix

The Glasgow Coupled Model (GCM) predicts that iso-

tropic normal compression states in experimental tests

involving plastic volumetric strains and plastic increases in

Sr will correspond to points at the intersection of M and

WR yield surfaces. For these states, the model predicts

unique unsaturated isotropic normal compression planar

surfaces for v (in v:ln p�:ln s� space) and also for Sr (in

Sr:ln p
�:ln s� space). The specific mathematical forms of

these two planar surfaces are given below for the case with

js = 0 (full details of their derivation can be found in [41]:

v ¼ N� � k� ln p� þ k�1 ln s� ð5Þ

Sr ¼ X� � k�s ln s� þ k�2 ln p� ð6Þ

where N� and X� are their respective intercepts. The

expressions of their respective gradients k� and k�1 or k�s and

k�2 are a combination of the soil parameters of the model

[41]:

k� ¼ k� k1k2j
1 � k1k2

ð7Þ

k�1 ¼ k1

k� jð Þ
1 � k1k2ð Þ ð8Þ

k�s ¼ ks

1 � k1k2

ð9Þ

k�2 ¼ k2

ks

1 � k1k2ð Þ ð10Þ

Combining the expression of the saturated normal

compression line (i.e. v = N - klnp0) with the normal

compression planar surface for Sr (Eq. 6) the following

relationship between intercepts N, N� and X� is found [41]:

X� ¼ 1 � N� � Nð Þks

k1 k� jð Þ ð11Þ

For the particular case of isotropic stress states at the

intersection between M and DR surfaces, the GCM predicts

two additional planar surfaces whose expressions are:

v ¼ N� � k�1 lnR� k� ln p� þ k�1 ln s� ð12Þ

Sr ¼ X� þ k�s lnR� k�s ln s� þ k�2 ln p� ð13Þ

where R gives the fixed ratio between the hardening

parameters s�2 to s�1, defining the position of the DR and WR

surfaces, respectively.
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